CHRISTIAN LIFE RESOURCES
A Heart Ministry

OUR MISSION
To use life and family issues as bridges to convey the love of God and to share the message of salvation through Christ.
OUR PURPOSE
The national office of CLR educates others on the perspective of God’s Word as it relates to a wide range of life- and family-related topics. Through its official publication, Clearly Caring, email services, annual national convention, presentations, and website, we seek to answer the question “What would God have me to do?” based on the direction found in God Word.

OUR GROWTH
Today, our organization considers of pregnancy care centers across the U.S. These centers are visited by approximately 11,000 clients each year. Our network of pregnancy care center affiliates offer a warm heart, listening ear, and helping hand along with a wealth of information to guide those involved in an unexpected life choice.

CLR founded and supports New Beginnings – A Home for Mothers, located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This program began in 1993 in response to the needs of single mothers and their newborns by providing resident and assistance in spiritual, academic, and vocational concerns.

CHRISTIANLIFERESOURCES.COM
info@christianliferesources.com
1-800-729-9535